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A mom sent this to her childʼs school team in recognition of
their caring ways and the positive impact they have had on
his development.

Congratulations
STEM Fair
District Winners:
International Qualifier: Vasili Courialis, WRHS/SLHS
State Qualifiers: Anita Jacob, TWEMS; Ryan Williams,
PRSMS; Nalin Mehra, JLMS; Fisher Berger, HMS; Akshaya
Venkata, CSRMS; Tyler Leiby, BPMS; Kaitlyn Killeen, SSMS;
Adam Snoll, SSMS; Anastacia Athas, JWMHS; Dylan Meisner,
JWMHS; Jackson Montgomery, JWMHS; Domonique
Neukomm, JWMHS; Michelle Ordax, JWMHS; Luc-Andre
Williams, JWMHS; Vasili Courialis, WRHS/SLHS; John
Michael Pease, WRHS; Ryan De Vroeg, WRHS; Tyler Glantz,
WRHS; Samantha Williams, AHS; Blake Lash, LOLHS.

Encouragement:
Words.
A look.
A nod.
A smile.
It can change a life. You have changed a life. All of you.
You are Mountain Movers. Earth Shakers. Prison Door
Rattlers.
This is a true short story. You are all a part of it. This is
for the days, the hours, the moments you don't think
you're making a difference.

From a Connerton Elementary Mom

EBARM
The Office for Employee Benefits and Risk Management offers
several programs to benefit employees. This week,
I want to share information about financial consultation
services. Because personal financial situations can be a
significant source of stress, the district is partnering with Debt
Management Credit Counseling Corporation, a nonprofit,
HUD-approved housing agency. DMCC will consult with our
employees and their family members about financial issues
such as credit, debt management, mortgage and foreclosure,
and financial literacy. For more information, visit
www.PascoGoHealthy.net. For individual consultation
services and debt management programs contact DMCC at
866-618-3328 or visit www.dmcccorp.org/pasco-schools.

Check out the Pasco Art of Recycling
Contest winners on the OTL
homepage.

My husband and I would like to commend 2 of your staff
members for the excellent services we received…at
Connerton…During our series of meetings, my family
had 2 extended hospital stays…
Mary Jo periodically called the hospital out of concern –
not to discuss new meeting dates. I thought, “This is
amazing. Administrators donʼt do that…”
The week before the IEP meeting, my husband was
hospitalized…As soon as I arrived at the school, Jaye
Williams, our Preschool Social Worker, greeted me with a
hug…(and) offered words of comfort and encouragement.
…Thank you for excellent service.

Common Core
FLDOE Commissioner Pam Stewart on Tuesday will
present her recommendations for additions to the Florida
State Standards to the Florida Board of Education.
To see the additions, go to
http://www.fldoe.org/board/meetings/2014_02_18/agenda.asp
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FRAMEWORK FOCUS
“Sometimes a clearly-defined
error is the only way to
discover the truth”

Click the button below to
access Canvas.Pasco for
more information.

- Benjamin Wiker, The Mystery of
the Periodic Table

Element 18 – Examining Errors in Reasoning
Desired Effect: Students can examine and explain their errors in reasoning to deepen their
knowledge.

Why engage students in
examining errors in
reasoning?






It forces students to read for a purpose
and become critical consumers of
information.
Students learn to back conclusions by
analyzing resources.
It strengthens a student’s understanding
of a concept or skill.
To encourage students to be critical
thinkers when analyzing and evaluating
faulty logic in themselves and others.

How can I help students
examine errors in
reasoning?




Introduce them to common errors by
discussing and providing examples of
errors in thinking, such as:
o Faulty logic
o Attacks
o Weak references
o Misinformation
Generate practice activities that allow
for increasingly more independence to
examine and critique reasoning.
Example

A teacher organizes students in teams of
five and provides them with two current
but contradictory articles on a topic. The
teams analyze the articles for errors and
present their findings to the entire class.
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Evidence of Element 18 – Examining Errors in Reasoning
Teacher Evidence

Student Evidence

Focus: When the content is informational, the
teacher helps students deepen their knowledge
by examining their own reasoning or the logic
of the information as presented to them.

Students:

Teacher:














Provides direct instruction in basic
principles of logic and logical fallacies
Encourages students to analyze and
evaluate faulty thinking in themselves
and others
Introduces students to common errors
such as:
o Faulty logic
o Attacks
o Weak references
o Misinformation
Asks students to examine the strength
of support presented for a claim



Can describe errors or informal
fallacies in information
Can explain the overall structure of an
argument to support a claim
Can identify examples, descriptions,
and explanations of how they are
applying these errors by examining
and critiquing their own reasoning as
well as that of others.
Develop a sensitivity to attacks that
prepares them to be wise and informed
consumers of persuasive discourse and
literature.

Strategies for Examining Errors in Reasoning
Attacks

Faulty Logic
Includes the following
types of errors:








Attacks are commonly
found in propaganda,
advertising, and other
forms of persuasion.

Contradiction
Accident

False cause
Begging the question 
Evading the issue

Arguing from
ignorance
Composition/division

Poisoning the well
Arguing against the
person
Appealing to force

Misinformation
Misinformation
includes:



Confusing facts
Misapplying a
concept or
generalization

Click the Canvas.Pasco button to
access more examples.
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Weak References
Students can greatly
enhance their written
and spoken forms of
discourse and
persuasion of weak
references by:




Learning to
identify
Analyzing
Evaluating the
effect

